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Removed meta tags from cache page source of unpublished cache pages so spoilers are not revealed pre-

publication

Fixed bug which caused a Trackable to enter a limbo state if marked missing and moved to the owner's

collection

Membership referral field when creating an account will now properly recognize extended characters in

usernames

Changed "Waypoint Name" to "GC Code" on Proper Noun a Pocket Query form

When previewing a Cache Along a Route the highlighted portion of the map will now properly adjust in size

based on the zoom level

Added Chatham Islands as a region for New Zealand and now allowing caches placed there to have a West

longitude

Fixed bug on home page search where street addresses were not recognized without a postal code

Fixed bug which prevented marking a Trackable missing when language set to German or Czech

Added missing "generic" Geocoin icon to Trackables inventory page and Trackable map

Fixed bug where retracted caches would still appear on the map for a short time

Fixed support request form to properly auto-populate your username when filling out a support inquiry

Caches found in the African nation Congo no longer incorrectly appear on the statistics map in the Democratic

Republic of the Congo



Fixed profile statistics display in which the first cache type in a bar chart was truncated

Fixed bug in advanced search which improperly included found or owned caches in search results when the user

requested they be excluded

Disabled Send to GPS link for PMO caches when viewed by a logged in Basic Member

Fixed paragraph formatting for print-friendly cache pages

Added a new text entry field on Trackables lookup page for situations where the Trackable ID was first entered

incorrectly

Fixed bug which prevented the resending of validation emails when the first email was misplaced

Updated cache creation page to require a state selection when submitting caches for Belgium

Fixed Trackables description display issue which cause emoticons to disrupt HTML formatting

Updated cache log smiley icons to the higher contrast versions used on the map

Fixed styling issue on account creation page causing error message to be misaligned

Changed link on Travel Bugs ordering info page from shop.groundspeak.com to shop.geocaching.com

Added ability for cache owners to set the "Needs Maintenance" attribute on caches they own
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